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Introduction to Machine Learning
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Program for five workshops
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Contents of the workshop Time Location

 Introduction to Machine Learning
- Overview of Machine Learning Topics + tools 
- Discussion on the direction of the workshops during the semester

10am – 11:30am  
October 12
: Friday

C棟4F C401:
Graduate School 
of Information 
Science and 
Technology 

 Support Vector Machine (SVM) with Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
- Lecture on SVM and PCA
- Hand-on experience:  data dimension reduction and classification

10am – 12:00am  
October 23
: Tuesday

 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
- Lecture on Neural Network and CNN
- Hand-on experience: Style transfer or Tiny ImageNet Challenge

10am – 12:00am 
November 6
: Tuesday

 Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
- Lecture on RNN + LSTM  + Seq-to-Seq and Attention mechanism
- Hand-on experience: Character level language model + TACOTRON ?

10am – 12:00am 
November 20
:Tuesday

 Reinforcement Learning (RL)
- Lecture on RL + DQN + PG
- Hand-on experience: CartPole game using OpenAI Gym

10am – 12:00am 
December 4
: Tuesday



Website

 www.suyongeum.com/MLWS

 Materials will be available from the website.

 You can leave messages or questions and so they can be shared by all people.

 Private questions can be sent to me directly.

- suyong@ist.osaka-u.ac.jp (Dr. Suyong Eum)

- h-yang@ist.osaka-u.ac.jp (Dr. Hua Yang)
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Pre-requisite for the workshops

 Good (?) Knowledge of Python
- All examples will be shown in python.
- Does anyone need python tutorials?

 Tutorials ….on demand
- Python
- Tensorflow
- Google Cloud (virtual machine setup $300 free account for one year !)
- Web programming (flask …. Django ….)

 A little bit of mathematics
- Try to avoid as much as I can during the workshops
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1st Workshop Outline

 Machine learning and its short history

 A typical process in the operation of machine learning algorithms with an example

 What you can do after this course

 Some tools that you need to prepare until next workshop
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Machine Learning

 Learning is a process to understand an underlying process through a set of         

observations.

recognition

actioncreation

vs

A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and performance 
measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E. 

Machine Learning – Tom M. Mitchell, 1997
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History of Machine Learning

https://beamandrew.github.io/deeplearning/2017/02/23/deep_learning_101_part1.html

Adaptive 
Linear Neuron
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2012

AlexNet

https://beamandrew.github.io/deeplearning/2017/02/23/deep_learning_101_part1.html


The perfect storm

https://beamandrew.github.io/deeplearning/2017/02/23/deep_learning_101_part1.html

Data Computational power Algorithms

dropout

Backpropagation
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https://beamandrew.github.io/deeplearning/2017/02/23/deep_learning_101_part1.html


Data

159,000,000
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CPU vs GPU demo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-P28LKWTzrI10

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-P28LKWTzrI


Types of machine learning algorithms

Reinforcement 
Learning

Supervised 
Learning

Unsupervised 
Learning

 PCN (week2)
 SVM (week5)
 CNN (week8)
 RNN (week10)

 GMM (week3)
 HMM (week4)
 PCA (week6)
 VAE (week12)
 GAN (week12)

 DQN (week14)
 PG (week14)
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Supervised Learning

 Input + Output with Label

 Supervised learning is learning from by a knowledgeable external supervisor.

y = f(x)

x yf(x)

 Question -> Answer 

CAT
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Unsupervised Learning

 Input + Output without Label

 Feature Learning

x = f(x)

f(x)x x

 Question -> Question
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Reinforcement Learning

 Input + partial output with its quality: in some sense similar to supervised learning
 An action is rewarded/penalized to take a better action next time

y = f(x)

 Carrot and stick

x yf(x)

How good?
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A typical process in the operation of machine 
learning algorithms with an example
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Components of machine learning

 Raw data (including label)

 Input (features: dimension of a data point)

 Hypothesis (a function approximating a target function)

 Output

 Label

Data Hypothesis Output LabelInput

Preprocessing 
feature extraction

Error 
calculation

Hypothesis is updated 
based on the error
(we call it training)
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An example: male / female classification 

Components Notation Description

Data (x1, y1), (x2, y2),  … , (xn, yn) (a vector data, male/female)

Input X xn={x1,x2, … , xd}: d dimensions

Output Y Output data from hypothesis

Hypothesis g: X  Y (hypothesis) A model

Target function f: X  Y Unknown

 Height: 170cm
 Weight: 52kg
 Foot size: 25cm
 Hand size: 20cm
 Nose height: 1.5cm 
 Eye size: 2.5cm
 Hair length: 5cm

 Given data per person

 Male
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An example: feature extraction

 Which features are important to tell that the given object is male or female? 

 Assuming you chose two features and then you plot the data points

x2: weight

x1: height

 Height: 170cm
 Weight: 52kg
 Foot size: 25cm
 Hand size: 20cm
 Nose height: 1.5cm 
 Eye size: 2.5cm
 Hair length: 5cm

 Given data per person

 Male
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An example: hypothesis (model) selection

x2: weight

x1: height
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An example: training the hypothesis to produce less error

x2: weight

x1: height

 Random selection of W

 Misclassified data points are found

 Update W in order to correctly classify 

the misclassified data points.

- How? : depending on learning algorithm

- Neural network: backpropagation?

- Linear algebra: perceptron algorithm
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An example: training the hypothesis to produce less error

x2: weight

x1: height
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 Random selection of W

 Misclassified data points are found

 Update W in order to correctly classify 

the misclassified data points.

- How? : depending on learning algorithm

- Neural network: backpropagation?

- Linear algebra: perceptron algorithm



An example: training the hypothesis to produce less error

x2: weight

x1: height
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 Random selection of W

 Misclassified data points are found

 Update W in order to correctly classify 

the misclassified data points.

- How? : depending on learning algorithm

- Neural network: backpropagation?

- Linear algebra: perceptron algorithm



Cross validation (CV)

 You are generally given one big training data set.

 How to verify goodness of your model?
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Given training data set

testing 1

testing 2

testing 3

testing 4

Data for training

Data for testing
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Occam’s razor



What you can do after this course
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Image classification

https://www.dsiac.org/resources/journals/dsiac/winter-2017-volume-4-number-1/real-time-situ-intelligent-video-analytics
http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~fritz/absps/imagenet.pdf

Hand Crafted 
Computer Vision 
approaches

Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC)
- 1000 class objects
- around 1.4 million images
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https://www.dsiac.org/resources/journals/dsiac/winter-2017-volume-4-number-1/real-time-situ-intelligent-video-analytics
http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~fritz/absps/imagenet.pdf


Image detection

2016

Mean Average 
Precision

 Classification
 Localization
 Detection
 Segmentation https://arxiv.org/pdf/1506.02640.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1412.2306v2.pdf26

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1506.02640.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1412.2306v2.pdf


Image style transfer
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Image caption

https://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/deepimagesent/generationdemo/28



Creation: writing

http://karpathy.github.io/2015/05/21/rnn-effectiveness/
https://www.theverge.com/2016/1/21/10805398/friends-neural-network-scripts29

http://karpathy.github.io/2015/05/21/rnn-effectiveness/
https://www.theverge.com/2016/1/21/10805398/friends-neural-network-scripts


Creation: music composition

https://magenta.tensorflow.org/performance-rnn30

https://magenta.tensorflow.org/performance-rnn


Generation: image generation

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1703.10717.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1710.10916.pdf

Generated by a machine

Generated by a machine based on given text
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1703.10717.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1710.10916.pdf


Playing Atari game

https://www.nature.com/articles/nature14236 nature, 2015

Better than human
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https://www.nature.com/articles/nature14236


Alpha GO (2015)

 Game Go: 10170 state space

 Beat European Champion: October 2015

 Beat World Champion: March 2016

https://deepmind.com/research/alphago/33



Automatic Driving

https://newsroom.uber.com/us-pennsylvania/new-wheels/

 1.3 million people die every year in car accidents.

 94% of those accidents involve human error.

 70% of the manned Taxis is related to labor cost.
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Tools that we are going to use during 
the workshops in this semester
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Working environment during the workshop

 Online

 Colab (https://colab.research.google.com/)

- Need a google account

 Google Cloud (https://cloud.google.com/)

- Need a google account

- $300 free account for one year - credit card information required to use some extra 
functions.

 Offline

 Installation of the tools in your notebook

- Anaconda (https://www.anaconda.com/download/)

- Python 3.7 version

- Then, you can install almost other packages with “conda” installation

- Jupyter Notebook

https://colab.research.google.com/
https://cloud.google.com/
https://www.anaconda.com/download/


Backup slides
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